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Turmoil and terrorism have engulfed the 
crescent stretching across from Pakistan, 
through Iraq and Syria to Libya. But 

although they seem a world away from Nepal, 
the reality was brought home once more with 
the tragic deaths of 13 Nepali citizens in the 
bus bombing in Kabul on Monday.  Yet again, 
families in Nepal grieved for sons killed in a 
distant land. 

We are repeatedly reminded of the fragility 
of Nepal’s remittance-driven economy. More 
than half of the four million Nepalis working 
abroad are situated in the volatile Gulf region. 
The migrant economy now accounts for nearly 
one-third of the country’s GDP, and it is the 
blood, sweat and tears of our workers, and the 
money they send home, which sustain their 
families and keep Nepal’s economy afloat.

In 2004, 12 Nepali workers were taken 
hostage by Islamists in Iraq and executed in 
cold blood. At least a dozen Nepalis — most of 
them private security guards or soldiers with 
the British Army — have been killed in Afghanistan in the 
past decade. 

This week’s attack on Nepalis guarding the Canadian 
Embassy in Kabul caused the most serious loss of life, and 
underscores the fact that Nepalis are literally dying, to make 
a living. Such is the desperation for jobs and for a better life, 
that Nepalis are one of only a handful of nationalities willing 
to put themselves in harm’s way in risky jobs that no one 
else will accept. 

Fatalities involving NATO troops in Afghanistan have 
fallen due to cutbacks, but also because Nepalis have taken 
up duties as frontline sentries and convoy escorts. There 
are said to be at least 9,000 Nepalis — mostly employed by 
private security firms — in Afghanistan alone.

Monday’s killings were full of glaring ironies. It happened 
even as events were being held in Kathmandu to mark World 
Refugee Day. Nepali workers overseas may not be classified 
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Q.  Who is responsible for the safety of private guards 
when a foreign mission subcontracts its security? 
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Q.  Will the government be able to hold local, federal 
and parliamentary elections by December 2017?

THE TIBET TRAIN
I won’t get excited until this really 
happens (“The Tibet Train”, Om Astha 
Rai, #813). China will perhaps extend 
its Tibet railway to Kerung by 2020, but 
will Nepal be ready to benefi t from it? 
Will the Kathmandu-Rasuwa Gadi road, 
dry port and customs building be ready 
by then? I am not hopeful, given that 
everything moves at a snail’s pace 
in Nepal. 

For example, the Melamchi project 
was launched ages ago but Kathmandu 
is still facing a severe water shortage.

Shanti 

EARLY MENSTRUATION 
Such an important topic (“That time of 
the month”, Sahina Shrestha, #813). 
There should be increased awareness 
about all the junk that we eat. People 
should understand that menstruation is 
not the problem, but not talking about 
it is. 

Ruchi

Apart from including the topic 
of menstruation in the education 
curriculum, parents should talk about it 
openly with their children.

Pramila

KALO POTHI
The movie is a refreshing take on the 
Maoist confl ict (“Kalo Pothi”, Sophia 
Pandey, #813). It compels us to go 
beyond politics and makes us see, 
through the perspective of two innocent 
boys who have no hand in what is 
happening but are gravely affected. 
They humanised an issue, which should 
be the case because the war, although 
oft-said that it was for the people, was 
actually against them. It tells the story of 
every Nepali who suffered through the 
10 years. Kudos to the movie makers. 
More such movies should defi nitely be 
screened!

Kesari

PRABHU GHATE
That is the problem with the Nepali elite 
(“Born to Travel”, Shreejana Shrestha, 
#813). They think all Nepalis live that 
type of life. It is easy when your dad 
works for the UN, allowing you to travel 
around the world. But lecturing Nepalis 
about how they should visit other 
nooks and corners of this earth solely 
for the sake of discovery and leisure 
is ridiculous. We all know how far our 
green passport can take us.

Hurray

DYING,  TO  MAKE  A  LIVING
In a world numbed by senseless violence and tragedy, this week we were once more reminded of the hierarchy of news
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fatalities take place or where the victims are 
from. In terms of news value, the death of a 
dozen Nepali security guards is more or less 
equal to one NATO fatality.

But even within Nepal, there was a glaring 
discrepancy in coverage. The terrorist attack 
garnered more prominence than coverage 
of the other daily tragedy that unfolds more 
slowly and silently — deaths of Nepali 
migrant workers in the Gulf and Malaysia 
from ‘natural’ causes.

For example, 603 Nepalis died in just one 
year (2014 to 2015) in Malaysia and Qatar 
alone. In the six years between from 2008 
to 2014, the death toll was 1,121 Nepalis in 
Malaysia, 880 in Saudi Arabia, 739 in Qatar 
and 264 in the UAE. But these deaths did not 
happen all of a sudden in one place, they were 
scattered across the region, the workers mostly 
died quietly in their sleep, and the only 
visuals were of coffins arriving at Kathmandu 
airport. The heartbreak of affected families 

rarely makes it to the news anymore.
Nepali soldiers killed in action while fighting in foreign 

armies, and fatalities involving security guards who protect 
embassies and airports in war zones around the world also 
expose the contradiction between pride and sovereignty. 
On the one hand, we Nepalis boast about never having been 
colonised, and yet, even in this day and age, we allow our 
citizens to fight — and die — for foreign governments in far-
flung lands.

The recruitment of Nepali citizens by militaries abroad 
is a historical incongruity that can only be mended by 
stabilising our politics and straightening out the economy. 
This involves getting our governance right once and for 
all. If we do not, we will continue to depend on overseas 
remittances to prop up our precarious economy, and 
tragedies like the one that befell our compatriots in Kabul 
this week will keep recurring, with no end in sight.

BIKRAM RAI

SYLVIA CHANG/ CHINA DAILY ASIA WEEKLY

as refugees, but they are economic migrants who have been 
compelled to leave because of the lack of prospects at home. 

And in a world numbed by senseless violence and 
tragedy, we were once more reminded of the hierarchy of 
news. A tweet on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
handle with breaking news of the attack said: ‘All Canadian 
Embassy staff safe …’, raising questions about what that 
mission had done to ensure the safety of its own personnel, 
and whether they mattered. Are security guards are not staff? 
Who guards the guards? Who is responsible for the safety of 
foreign workers when a country subcontracts its security? 

To trend globally, a news event has to be sudden and be 
coupled with dramatic visuals, the total loss of life has to be 
above a certain threshold, and then it depends on where the 

WEIGHTY WAIT: Relatives of the Nepalis killed in Kabul wait in an army 
tent at Kathmandu airport on Wednesday for the bodies to arrive.
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BIZ BRIEFS
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GUEST  COLUMN
Samriddhi Rai



The monsoon arrived this week not with a bang, but creeping in 
slowly, advancing and receding until it held sway over the whole 
of central Nepal. Kathmandu Valley has already received 210 
mm of rain in the fi rst three weeks of June, due mainly to healthy 
pre-monsoon showers. Now, the hope is that the momentum 
of the moisture advance will be sustained in the coming weeks. 
Indian forecasters have predicted normal precipitation over the 
northern subcontinent, which means there is still the worry that 
heavy rains may trigger landslides along slopes in earthquake-hit 
districts where the mountains are still unstable. For now, enjoy 
the glorious mud.   

KATHMANDUKATHMANDU

SMRITI BASNET

w w w . n e p a l i t i m e s . c o m

NEPAL WHEREVER YOU ARE.

in your lap or palm.
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TSERING DOLKER GURUNG 
IN BANKE
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 Trailer 
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MUST  SEE
Sophia Pande

HAPPENINGS
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SHREEJANA SHRESTHA 
IN BHAKTAPUR
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REBUILDING 
OURSELVES

GUEST  COLUMN
Sangita Thebe Limbu
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